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305.48 SAL The wrong end of the table : a mostly comic memoir of a Muslim 
Arab American woman just trying to fit in  1 1089994 
"What happens when a shy, awkward Arab girl with a weird name and an 
unfortunate propensity toward facial hair is uprooted from her comfortable 
homeland of Iraq and thrust into the cold, alien town of Columbus, Ohio, with its 
Egg McMuffins, Barbie dolls, and kids playing doctor everywhere? This is Ayser 
Salman's story"--OCLC. 

530.12 CAR Something deeply hidden : quantum worlds and the emergence of 
spacetime  1 3000704 
"Sean Carroll, theoretical physicist and one of this world's most celebrated writers 
on science, rewrites the history of 20th century physics. Already hailed as a 
masterpiece, Something Deeply Hidden shows for the first time that facing up to 
the essential puzzle of quantum mechanics utterly transforms how we think about 
space and time. His reconciling of quantum mechanics with Einstein's theory of 
relativity changes, well, everything. Most physicists haven't even recognized the 
uncomfortable truth: physics has been in crisis since 1927. Quantum mechanics 
has always had obvious gaps--which have come to be simply ignored. Science 
popularizers keep telling us how weird it is, how impossible it is to understand. 
Academics discourage students from working on the 'dead end' of quantum 
foundations. Putting his professional reputation on the line with this audacious yet 
entirely reasonable book, Carroll says that the crisis can now come to an end. We 
just have to accept that there is more than one of us in the universe. There are 
many, many Sean Carrolls. Many of every one of us. Copies of you are generated 
thousands of times per second. The Many Worlds Theory of quantum behavior 
says that every time there is a quantum event, a world splits off with everything in 
it the same, except in that other world the quantum event didn't happen. Step-by-
step in Carroll's uniquely lucid way, he tackles the major objections to this 
otherworldly revelation until his case is inescapably established. Rarely does a 



book so fully reorganize how we think about our place in the universe. We are on 
the threshold of a new understanding--of where we are in the cosmos, and what we 
are made of"--From the publisher's web site. 

614.5 BRO Fever year : the killer flu of 1918 : a tragedy in three acts  1 
3000702 
"New Year's Day, 1918. America has declared war on Germany and is gathering 
troops to fight. But there's something coming that is deadlier than any war. When 
people begin to fall ill, most Americans don't suspect influenza. The flu is known 
to be dangerous to the very old, young, or frail. But the Spanish flu is exceptionally 
violent. Soon, thousands of people succumb. Then tens of thousands...hundreds of 
thousands and more. Graves can't be dug quickly enough. What made the influenza 
of 1918 so exceptionally deadly--and what can modern science help us understand 
about this tragic episode in history? With a journalist's discerning eye for facts and 
an artist's instinct for true emotion, Sibert Honor recipient Don Brown sets out to 
answer these questions and more in Fever Year"--From the publisher's web site. 

641.5 COO The cookbook for teens : the easy teen cookbook with 74 fun & 
delicious recipes to try.  1 1089971 
Contains 74 recipes for beginner cooking, presents cooking techniques and 
introduces kitchen tools. 

641.5 CUR The seasoned life : food, family, faith, and the joy of eating well  
1 1089987 
A step-by-step guide to creating crowd-pleasing dishes for family mealtime fun 
from start to finish, along with personal stories of home and family from Food 
Network host Ayesha Curry. 

642 PAR Careers in the culinary arts  1 1089970 
"People who are creative and also love food may not realize the large variety of 
careers that combine both. From chefs and pastry chefs to food stylists, craft 
brewers, and flavorists, the field of culinary arts offers many . . . choices. What the 
jobs entail, what they pay, and future prospects are discussed, along with insight 
from industry experts"--Provided by publisher. 

741.5 BAR Crystal fighters  1 1089972 
Stella is a bored teen who plays in a seemingly positive all-ages virtual reality 
called "Crystal Fighters," but she soon discovers a dark side to the game where 
other players have created a secret magical girl fight club. 



741.5 GAL The Baby-sitters club.  1 1089969 
"Stacey and Mary Anne are baby-sitting for the Pike family for two weeks at the 
New Jersey shore. Things are great in Sea City: There's a gorgeous house right on 
the beach, a boardwalk, plenty of sun and sand . . . and the cutest boy Stacey has 
ever seen! Mary Anne thinks that Stacey should leave Scott alone and focus on the 
Pike kids, but Stacey's in love. Looking for reasons to hang around his lifeguard 
stand takes up all of her time, which means Mary Anne has to do the job of two 
baby-sitters. Mary Anne doesn't like it one bit! How can she tell Stacey that Scott 
just isn't interested without ruining their friendship and breaking Stacey's heart?"--
Back cover. 

741.5 LEE Maximum Ride : [the manga.  1 1089980 
The Flock members try to live normal lives by going to school and making friends 
while they search for their parents, but when the Erasers return the group must 
escape again and Max finds that her destiny is to save the world. 

741.5 ROW Pumpkinheads  1 1089984 
"Deja and Josiah are seasonal best friends. Every autumn, all through high school, 
they've worked at the best pumpkin patch in the whole wide world. They say good-
bye every Halloween, and they're reunited every September 1. But this Halloween 
is different? Josiah and Deja are finally seniors, and this is their last season at the 
pumpkin patch. Their last shift together. Their last good-bye. Josiah's ready to 
spend the whole night feeling melancholy about it. (He's the melancholy type). But 
Deja has a plan: What if instead of moping and instead of the usual--slinging lima 
beans down at the Succotash Hut--they went out with a bang? They could see all 
the sights! Taste all the snacks! Maybe Josie could talk to that cute girl he's been 
mooning over for three years . . ."--Back of cover. 

921 KAHLO Frida Kahlo : an illustrated life  1 1089975 
An illustrated biography of the Mexican artist Frida Kahlo. 

921 WILTON Mighty Moe : the true story of a thirteen-year-old women's 
running revolutionary  1 3000701 
"The untold true story of runner Maureen Wilton, whose world record-breaking 
marathon time at age thirteen was met first with misogyny and controversy, but 
ultimately with triumph"--Provided by the publisher. 

EASY READING KINNEY Wrecking ball  1 1089992 
"When an unexpected inheritance gives Greg Heffley's family a chance to make 
big changes to their house, they soon discover that renovations may not be worth 
the effort"--OCLC. 



FIC ALI Love from A to Z  1 1089978 
Eighteen-year-old Muslims Adam and Zayneb meet in Doha, Qatar, during spring 
break and fall in love as both struggle to find a way to live their own truths. 

FIC COLBERT The revolution of Birdie Randolph  1 1089986 
Sixteen-year-old Dove "Birdie" Randolph's close bond with her parents is 
threatened by a family secret, and by hiding her relationship with Booker, who has 
been in juvenile detention. 

FIC FLAKE Pinned  1 1089982 
Autumn, who struggles with a learning disability and exceeds at wrestling, and 
Adonis, who is confined to a wheelchair and loves books, learn how their 
weaknesses can become assets. 

FIC FOODY Ace of shades  1 1089967 
"Enne Salta was raised as a proper young lady, and no lady would willingly visit 
New Reynes, the so-called City of Sin. But when her mother goes missing, Enne 
must leave her finishing school--and her reputation--behind to follow her mother's 
trail to the city where no one survives uncorrupted. Frightened and alone, Enne has 
only one lead: the name Levi Glaisyer. Unfortunately, Levi is not the gentleman 
she expected--he's a street lord and con man. Levi is also only one payment away 
from cleaning up a rapidly unraveling investment scam, so he doesn't have time to 
investigate a woman leading a dangerous double life. Enne's offer of 
compensation, however, could be the solution to all his problems. Their search for 
clues leads them through glamorous casinos, illicit cabarets and into the clutches of 
a ruthless Mafia donna. As Enne unearths an impossible secret about her past, 
Levi's enemies catch up to them, ensnaring him in a vicious execution game where 
the players always lose. To save him, Enne will need to surrender herself to the city 
. . . And she'll need to play"--Dust jacket. 

FIC HUTCHINSON The apocalypse of Elena Mendoza  1 
1089968 
Elena, the first scientifically confirmed virgin birth, acquires the ability to heal by 
touch at age sixteen, the same year that people start disappearing in beams of light, 
causing her to wonder if she is bringing about the Apocalypse. 

FIC MAGUIRE Son of a witch  1 1089988 
Liir, believed to be the son of Elphaba, the wicked witch of the West, has been 
spared from the destruction of Emerald City and nursed back to health at the 
Cloister of Saint Glinda; when he is grown, he sets out to find his supposed half-
sister and fulfill the last wishes of a dying princess. 



FIC MATHER Learning to breathe  2 1089977 
"Sixteen-year-old Indy struggles to conceal that she is pregnant by rape and then, 
turned out by relatives, must find a way to survive on her own in Nassau"--
Provided by publisher. 

FIC MOSKOWITZ Sick kids in love  1 3000706 
"Isabel has one rule: no dating. It's easier--It's safer--It's better--for the other 
person. She's got issues. She's got secrets. She's got rheumatoid arthritis. But then 
she meets another sick kid. He's got a chronic illness Isabel's never heard of, 
something she can't even pronounce. He understands what it means to be sick. He 
understands her more than her healthy friends. He understands her more than her 
own father, who's a doctor. He's gorgeous, fun, and foul-mouthed. And totally into 
her. Isabel has one rule: no dating. It's complicated--It's dangerous--It's never felt 
better--to consider breaking that rule for him"--Jacket flap. 

FIC ONYEBUCHI War girls  1 1089990 
In 2172, when much of the world is unlivable, sisters Onyii and Ify dream of 
escaping war-torn Nigeria and finding a better future together but are, instead, torn 
apart. 

FIC RIORDAN The tyrant's tomb  1 3000703 
"It's not easy being Apollo, especially when you've been turned into a human and 
banished from Olympus. On his path to restoring five ancient oracles and 
reclaiming his godly powers, Apollo (aka Lester Papadopoulos) has faced both 
triumphs and tragedies. Now his journey takes him to Camp Jupiter in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, where the Roman demigods are preparing for a desperate last 
stand against the evil Triumvirate of Roman emperors. Hazel, Reyna, Frank, 
Tyson, Ella, and many other old friends will need Apollo's aid to survive the 
onslaught. Unfortunately, the answer to their salvation lies in the forgotten tomb of 
a Roman ruler...someone even worse than the emperors Apollo has already faced"--
Provided by the publisher. 

FIC RUBY Thirteen doorways, wolves behind them all  1 3000700 
"When Frankie's mother died and her father left her and her siblings at an 
orphanage in Chicago, it was supposed to be only temporary--just long enough for 
him to get back on his feet and be able to provide for them once again. That's why 
Frankie's not prepared for the day that he arrives for his weekend visit with a new 
woman on his arm and out-of-state train tickets in his pocket. Now Frankie and her 
sister, Toni, are abandoned alongside so many other orphans--two young, unwanted 
women doing everything they can to survive. And as the embers of the Great 
Depression are kindled into the fires of World War II, and the shadows of injustice, 



poverty, and death walk the streets in broad daylight, it will be up to Frankie to find 
something worth holding on to in the ruins of this shattered America--every minute 
of every day spent wondering if the life she's able to carve out will be enough"--
Provided by the publisher. 

FIC STONE Jackpot  1 1089976 
"When Rico sells a jackpot-winning lotto ticket, she thinks maybe her luck will 
finally change, but only if she and her popular and wildly rich classmate, Zan can 
find the ticket holder who hasn't claimed the prize"--Provided by publisher. 

FIC THOMAS When light left us  1 1089991 
Not long after Hank, Ana, and Milo Vasquez's father leaves, an alien named Luz 
arrives and uses them to satisfy his curiosity, then leaves them forever changed. 

FIC TRUEBLOOD Across a broken shore  1 3000705 
"In 1936 San Francisco, eighteen-year-old Willa MacCarthy is bound for the 
convent. But when she discovers her love of medicine, she will defy her family and 
work with a female doctor to care for those building the Golden Gate Bridge"--
Provided by the publisher. 

FIC USDIN The Avant-Guards.  1 3000707 
As a transfer student seeking to find her place, Charlie agrees to join the school's 
basketball team. 

REF 920 CUR Current biography yearbook: 2019  1 1078401


